
When companies in Canada have the 
opportunity and space to thrive and 
grow, they create more jobs. The 
Government of Canada’s new Global 
Skills Strategy will give employers 
a faster and more predictable 
process for attracting top talent 
and new skills to Canada, creating 
economic growth and more middle-
class jobs for Canadians. On June 
12th, Immigration Minister Ahmed 
Hussen, Innovation, Science and 
Economic Development 
Minister NavdeepBains and Rodger  

Cuzner, Parliamentary Secretary 
to the Minister of Employment, 
Workforce Development and 
Labour, announced that employers 
and highly-skilled workers can 
now benefit from the Global Skills 
Strategy. As part of the Strategy, 
which includes four pillars, high-
skilled workers coming to Canada 
on a temporary basis are now able 
to benefit from two-week processing 
of applications for work permits and, 
when necessary, temporary resident 
visas. Open work permits for spouses 
and study permits for dependants 

will also be processed in two weeks 
when applicable. Employers can now 
benefit from Immigration, Refugees 
and Citizenship Canada’s new 
dedicated service channel and the new 
Global Talent Stream. This will help 
them access temporary, high-skilled, 
global talent, scale up or expand 
their knowledge of specialized skills 
so that they can be more innovative 
and build their expertise. Two 
new work permit exemptions have 
also taken effect today. Highly-
skilled workers who need to come 
to Canada for a very short-term 
assignment and researchers taking 
part in short-duration research 
projects being conducted in Canada 
will not require a work permit. First 
announced in November 2016, 
the Global Skills Strategy helps 
promote global investment in Canada 
and supports the Government of 
Canada’s Innovation and Skills Plan. 
It recognizes that by facilitating 
the faster entry of top talent with 
specialized skill sets and global 
experience to Canada, we can help 
innovative companies grow, flourish 
and create jobs for Canadians.

The Global Talent Stream of the 
Temporary Foreign Worker Program 
is a program that provides innovative 
firms in Canada with a faster way 
to hire highly skilled foreign talent 
when Canadians or permanent 
residents are not available. The 
Global Talent Stream is designed to 
help innovative companies recruit 
the highly specialized and skilled 
global talent they need to expand by 
providing faster and more predictable 
application processing. As part 
of their application, employers 
using the Global Talent Stream 
are required to develop a Labour 
Market Benefits Plan. This plan 
outlines the employer’s measurable 
commitments to create lasting 

benefits for the Canadian labour 
market through activities such as job 
creation, investment in training and 
skills development, or the transfer 
of knowledge to Canadians. The 
Global Talent Stream contributes 
to economic growth in Canada 
by ensuring that Canadians and 
permanent residents continue to have 
the first opportunity at available jobs, 
while ensuring Canadian businesses 
have the skilled workforce they 
need. The Global Talent Stream 
is one of the pillars of the Global 
Skills Strategy, promoting global 
investment in Canada and supporting 
the Government of Canada’s 
Innovation Agenda. 
The Global Talent Stream is available 

to two categories of employers:
•	 Category	 A:	 Firms	
in Canada that are referred to 
the Temporary Foreign Worker 
Program’s Global Talent Stream 
by an Employment and Social 
Development Canada (ESDC) 
Designated Partner because they are 
innovative and can demonstrate a 
need to hire unique and specialized 
temporary foreign workers in order to 
scale-up and grow.
•	 	 Category	 B:	 Firms	 in	
Canada that need to hire foreign 
workers for highly skilled in-demand 
occupations found on ESDC’s Global 
Talent Occupations List where there 
is insufficient domestic labour 
supply.

Canada has a proud humanitarian 
tradition of providing protection 
to those fleeing persecution while 
ensuring that our asylum system is not 
subject to misuse. The Government is 
committed to upholding this tradition. 
The Honourable Ahmed Hussen, 
Minister of Immigration, announced 
on June 9th, the launch of a review of 
asylum processing procedures at the 
Immigration and Refugee Board of 

Canada (IRB). The review will look 
at how asylum claims are currently 
processed, with a focus on further 
increasing productivity at the IRB. 
Increasing productivity will help to 
provide quick decisions on asylum 
claims which is important for those in 
need of protection. The Government 
is fully engaged and committed to 
orderly migration and protecting the 
safety and security of Canadians. 

Neil Yeates, a retired senior public 
servant, has been designated as a 
third-party expert leading the review. 
Immigration Canada and the IRB 
have established an independent 
secretariat to support Mr. Yeates 
and a steering committee to oversee 
the review. By constantly reviewing 
and examining the system we can 
perfect it and make it easier and more 
streamlined. 
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Very low unemployment rate
Quebec is having trouble finding 
employees to fill jobs. This presents as 
a great opportunity for immigrants to 
take these jobs and work towards getting 
their permanent residence. Quebec’s 
unemployment rate hit its lowest level in 
many years, this past May. Immigrants 
should be searching for jobs aggressively 
in Quebec to be able to secure a position. 

New effort to attract immigrants
A new ‘social’ lab is being launched 
at the Pond-Deshpande Centre at the 
University of New Brunswick which 
is hoping to help attract and retain 
more immigrants. The lab is hoping 
to recruit between 30 and 50 people 
to help focus on key issues that make 
it difficult for immigrants to settle in 
New Brunswick.

Entrepreneur program Draw
Saskatchewan immigration has 
revealed when the next draws will be 
for the entrepreneur program. Officials 
say the next 2017 draws with be made 
on July 19th and October 18th, and 
the first draw of 2018 will be made on 
January 17th. The advanced warning 
gives Saskatchewan Immigrant 
Nominee Program candidates the 
opportunity to be more prepared for 
the date they aim to apply on. 
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Skilled Workers Outside Canada
You can apply for permanent 
residency through the Skilled Worker 
stream of the Prince Edward Island 
Provincial Nominee Program (PEI 
PNP) if you have a job offer from 
an Island employer.  The PEI Skilled 
Worker stream is employer-driven, 
allowing Island employers to fill high-
skilled positions while increasing 
immigration.

Requirements: 

  Score at least 50 points on 
the Labour Impact Self-Assessment.
  Have a full-time long-term 
(i.e. permanent or minimum of 2 
years) job offer from a PEI employer 
in NOC skill level O, A, or B(link is 
external).
  Have legal status in country 
of residence.
  Be able to attend an 
interview at the Office of Immigration, 
if required.
  Have  s u c c e s s f u l l y 
completed a post secondary degree or 
diploma (minimum 2 year program).
  Be between the ages of 21 
and 59.
  Have at least two years of 
full-time work experience in the past 
5 years.
  Possess sufficient English 
and/or French language ability to 
perform the job offered.
  Have sufficient financial 
resources to pay all immigration costs 
(including travel expenses) for you 
and your family to be able to establish 
in PEI.
  Demonstrate a genuine 
intention to settle in PEI.

Immigration Seminar in 
Mississuaga
June 24 @ 10:00 am - 12:00 pm 

Immigration Seminar in Toronto 
West
June 24 @ 2:30 pm - 4:30 pm 
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Baseline of 300,000 New Immigrants
to Canada Established

Dual Canadian citizens will no longer lose citizen-
ship if convicted of terrorism under new bill

Entry for foreign researchers made easier
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Levels of immigration to Canada 
will not dip below 300,000 new 
arrivals per year, Canada’s Minister 
of Immigration, Refugees and 
Citizenship, Ahmed Hussen, has 
confirmed. The period of July 2015 
to July 2016 saw a historic high of 
320,932 new arrivals to Canada. 
The target for 2017 has been set at 
300,000, a figure Hussen called 
“the baseline for admissions going 
forward.” “Although we don’t 

know what next year’s levels will 
be, I can tell you they will not be 
below 300,000,” he said, adding 
that, “Notably the 2017 300,000 
landings plan increased the share 
of economic admissions from the 
previous year. This is a reflection 
of our commitment to the idea that 
immigration continues to be a key 
ingredient to our economic future as 
a country.

Canada has made it easier for foreign 
researchers to come to Canada. 
Foreign researchers that wish to 
come and work at public Canadian 
universities for short periods of time 

(no longer than 120 days) no longer 
have to apply for a work permit. 
This came into effect as part of the 
government’s Global Skills Strategy 
which launched June 12th.

Bill C-6, which passed the Senate 
on June 15th, revoked many of the 
previous Conservative government’s 
changes to how people become 
citizens — and how they lose their 
citizenship status. The Liberal bill 
was finally passed after over a year 
of discussions in Parliament. The 
legislation also removes a provision 
that strips dual citizens of their 
Canadian status if convicted of 
terrorism, treason or espionage. But 

far more people lose their citizenship 
because it was obtained fraudulently 
and current law gives them no right 
to appeal, something not addressed 
in the Liberals’ original bill. The 
Senate proposed to add such an 
appeal and the Liberals agreed to 
that and several other amendments. 
The bill went back to the Senate and 
after a brief debate, passed by a vote 
of 51-29.

PEI

Video on Late Draw for Express 
Entry expected this time
https://youtu.be/uiiQ2qlfixs

Additional CRS points if you are 
bilingual with English and French
https://youtu.be/02DQBoVIpJ0

Job Bank Registration no longer 
required for Express Entry profiles
https://youtu.be/yQnrErbCVvM

Additional CRS points if you have 
sibling in Canada
https://youtu.be/sVziMffuoYA

Additional Super visa Extension 
rejection rate
https://youtu.be/tOSsMYBzW0

One more factor introduced 
in CRS Selection: Date of 
Application may become relevant
https://youtu.be/IQ-LF63uTQc

Super Visa rejection rate
https://youtu.be/fPfokDtznDA

Manitoba Temporary Foreign 
Workers
For Manitoba’s Temporary Foreign 
Workers program, you must upload 
copies of your valid work permit 
and, from your Manitoba employer, 
written confirmation that you’ve 
been working full-time for at least six 
months continuous, as well as your 
job-offer letter, specifying salary/
wage and details of the position, 
signed and on company letterhead, 
along with all other documents 
described on the page Documents.
Requirements:
  The offer of long-term 
employment must be from the same 
employer for whom you have been 
working full-time for the required 
time period.
  You must have all 
qualifications for the position 
including training/education and any 
required licence or certification.
  You must have job-ready 
English; specifically you must 
demonstrate the English or French 
proficiency to fulfill the duties of your 
job description.
  Your connection to 
Manitoba through employment must 
be stronger than ties you may have to 
another province.
  You must demonstrate in 
a Settlement Plan your intention and 
plan to live, work and establish your 
work and family life in Manitoba as a 
permanent resident.

Manitoba

Videos
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Canada Immigration Case-law  K. (N.) v. 

Canada, IMMIGRATION — Inadmissible and 

removable classes — Terrorism  

IMMIGRATION — Inadmissible and removable 

classes — Terrorism — Ministerial discretion — 

Refugee was Pakistani national who had been 

member of Mohajir Quami Movement (MQM) or 

one of its successors from 1986 to 1997 — MQM 

had engaged in acts of terrorism — Refugee came 

to Canada and was granted refugee status in 1999 

— Refugee was found inadmissible under s. 34(1)

(f) of Immigration and Refugee Protection Act 

(Can.) due to having been member of MQM and 

one of its successors — Refugee unsuccessfully 

applied to Minister of Public Safety and 

Emergency Preparedness for ministerial relief 

under s. 34(2) of Act — Minister had followed 

recommendations issued by Canada Border 

Services Agency — Refugee brought application 

for judicial review — Application dismissed 

— Fact that minister referred to discretionary 

ministerial relief as “exceptional” did not amount 

to reviewable error — Word “exceptional” had 

to be read in its immediate context as well as in 

context of decision as whole — Minister intended 

to distinguish ministerial relief from other forms 

of relief, and to clarify that ministerial relief had 

its own purpose and criteria — Minister had in 

fact followed applicable Supreme Court of Canada 

(SCC) authority, and there was no indication that 

minister imported some kind of “exceptional” 

test to deal with relevant factors — Decision 

indicated minister assessed and weighed various 

factors in accordance with SCC authority and 

reached conclusion that was not outside range of 

possible acceptable outcomes — Minister had not 

been required to identify specific acts of terrorism 

committed by MQM — Minister had carefully 

examined refugee’s assertion that he was unaware 

of MQM’s acts of terrorism — Fact that MQM 

had not been listed as terrorist organization was 

irrelevant to finding that it had engaged in acts of 

terrorism — Fact that refugee had been granted 

refugee status did not preclude finding him to be 

inadmissible — Minister had not been obliged to 

wait for outcome of appeal in another case 

  Visit:https://youtu.be/q1WEj_dlWrc 

Canada Immigration Case-law Monla v. 

Canada, Inadmissible and removable classes — 

Misrepresentation 

IMMIGRATION — Inadmissible and removable 

classes — Misrepresentation — Stay — 

Respondent Minister served notice of intention 

to make report that might lead to revocation of 

applicants’ Canadian citizenship — Strengthening 

Canadian Citizenship Act (Can.) (amended Act) 

made material revisions to provisions regarding 

revocation of citizenship in Citizenship Act (Can.) 

(former Act) — All but one applicant received 

notice of revocation under former Act and all 

applicants received notice of revocation under 

amended Act — All applicants who received 

notice under former Act requested Minister to 

refer matter to Federal Court, but Minister did 

not — Applicants applied for judicial review 

and claimed procedural provisions relating to 

citizenship revocation under amended Act were 

void because they offended s. 7 of Canadian 

Charter of Rights and Freedoms and revocation 

notice was void because it violated s. 2(e) of Bill 

of Rights — Minister brought motion to strike 

out applications — Applicants brought motion 

for stay until judicial review applications were 

determined — Minister’s motion dismissed; 

applicants’ motion granted — As applications 

had chance of success, there were serious issues 

that had been raised — There was likelihood that 

failure to stay revocation proceedings pending 

disposition of judicial review applications 

would constitute irreparable harm — Balance of 

convenience favoured applicants — Minister had 

every opportunity to initiate proceedings years 

earlier and he could not reasonably say he would 

be prejudiced by delay caused in granting stay 

Visit: https://youtu.be/D5Liur9KPUY 

Canada Immigration Case-law Monla v. 

Canada,IMMIGRATION — Judicial review 

— General 

IMMIGRATION — Judicial review — General 

— Dismissal — Respondent Minister served 

notice of intention to make report that might lead 

to revocation of applicants’ Canadian citizenship 

— Strengthening Canadian Citizenship Act 

(Can.) (amended Act) made material revisions 

to provisions regarding revocation of citizenship 

in Citizenship Act (Can.) (former Act) — All but 

one applicant received notice of revocation under 

former Act and all applicants received notice of 

revocation under amended Act — All applicants 

who received notice under former Act requested 

Minister to refer matter to Federal Court, but 

Minister did not — Applicants applied for judicial 

review and claimed procedural provisions relating 

to citizenship revocation under amended Act 

were void because they offended s. 7 of Canadian 

Charter of Rights and Freedoms and revocation 

notice was void because it violated s. 2(e) of Bill 

of Rights — Minister brought motion to strike 

out applications — Applicants brought motion 

for stay until judicial review applications were 

determined — Minister’s motion dismissed; 

applicants’ motion granted — Minister failed to 

establish that applications for judicial review had 

no possibility of success — It was not beyond 

doubt that initial revocation notices provided 

by Minister to all but one applicant had been 

extinguished by operation of law — It was 

arguable that initial revocation notices issued by 

Minister under former Act, together with request 

that revocation be referred to Federal Court, 

created proceeding that was pending before 

Federal Court, and transitional s. 40(1) applied — 

It could not be said that applicant N’s claim that 

notice ought to be struck out as abuse of process 

had no chance of success, as there had been 

delay of 12 years from when Minister referred 

matter until notice was provided under amended 

Act — Allegations of deficiencies in procedure 

provided to those facing revocation of Canadian 

citizenship under amended Act could not be said 

to be frivolous or vexatious or have no possibility 

of success — It was arguable additional evidence 

that might be obtained in revocation process was 

not relevant to constitutionality of process itself — 

Alleged constitutional issues focused on process 

and procedure mandated by amended Act and 

were not obviously dependent on factual evidence 

that might be disclosed in revocation process — 

In unique circumstances, given potential serious 

consequences to applicants, justice demanded 

that judicial review applications be determined 

before revocation process proceeded further 

Visit:https://youtu.be/TtbdZ-CSY9U 


